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Xuanlao smiled disdainfully. 

 

"No matter how talented he is, he's just a hairy boy after all. I don't believe it. After the fog clears, he 

can still have means to stop our prying." 

 

The dark woman thought carefully and felt that the fact was true, so she relaxed her heart. 

 

They should only have the ability of automatic shielding in the holy thunder sea. After all, the thunder 

here belongs to the category of silence and is very powerful. 

 

It is also handed down from ancient times and has a very mysterious authority. 

 

At this time, in the saint thunder sea, ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief. He arranged these white smoke 

just to cover the exploration of the two old men in the dark. 

 

He didn't want the two men to see themselves cross the sea of St. ray and come below the sea level. 

 

He took the power of thunder as a shield, resisted the thunder around him, and walked into it 

unharmed. 

 

These ordinary thunders are almost afraid of the power of chaos. After all, this is the grand power of the 

beginning of the world. Even if only one strand is left, it is enough to deter all thunders. 

 

The underground terrain of Shenglei sea is also quite strange. It seems that there are mountains upside 

down, and the peaks are rolling down, towering and spectacular. 

 



Ye Chen was curious to see such a terrain. 

 

Soon, he saw that in the middle of the mountain, there was a pillar of heaven, just like a pillar holding 

the sky against the whole collapsed Saint thunder sea. 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen couldn't help taking a breath, because the Tianzhu was as high as 100000 feet. He 

only saw that the surging and powerful main peak held the whole falling world. 

 

"What a strange sight. Is this the wisp of spirit you left behind?" 

 

Ye Chen has seen a lot of powerful existence, but it is rare that a trace of divine soul has such power 

after thousands of years. 

 

Chaotic Leidi only left some gods and souls to help Ye Chen answer his doubts. 

 

"Well, this is a source of my soul power. When I broke away from my body, I cut off contact with myself. 

At that time, I searched for thousands of years and couldn't find it, but I didn't expect the reincarnation 

of heaven. After my body was destroyed, I could see a wisp of God and soul." 

 

The chaotic God Emperor couldn't help sighing. 

 

Ye Chen was a little curious, wrapped in a chaotic thunder force, and arrived in front of the God pillar. 

 

This scene is called spectacular. When you look up from below, you can see the rippling waves. 

 

It turned out that the sea of Saint thunder was just an illusion! Only a thin layer. 

 

The real secrets are hidden underground! 

 

This God pillar is made of the spirit of chaotic emperor Lei. At this time, it has changed into a new look. 



 

Even chaotic Leidi himself is not sure whether this wisp of spirit has given birth to a new wisdom. 

 

He can't Tell ye Chen what the result is! 

 

Because his spirit was completely exhausted, the whole person also fell into a deep sleep. 

 

Without chaos Leidi's doubt and answer, ye Chen can only explore by herself. 

 

Later, he found an interesting phenomenon. From his point of view, the thunder pillar withstood the 

silent Shenglei sea, but from the top of the sea, it seemed that Shenglei Sea town pressed this thunder. 

 

The two sides restrict each other and oppose each other. 

 

When ye Chen stood aside and watched carefully, the surface of the sky thunder column changed. There 

were small thunder lights gathered around, surrounded in a circle, and finally condensed into a human 

shape at the central point. 

 

"After all these years, you finally came!" 

 

A familiar voice rang as like as two peas in the ears of the leaves, and suddenly, he was able to see that 

the shadow of the ray came together to be exactly the same as that of chaos. 

 

No, or it's chaos. 

 

He stood with his hands behind his back, with an indifferent expression and a very gentle expression. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned for a moment. He subconsciously stepped back two steps and distanced himself 

from him. 

 



"Are you the successor of my noumenon? I can feel the chaotic thunder force you carry. Without this 

successor, I am determined not to get such vast power!" 

 

The spirit of chaotic Leidi said slowly. 

 

He wanted to come closer to Ye Chen, but he took a few steps, but was blocked by an invisible and 

colorless barrier. 

 

Suddenly, a cold light flashed in his eyes, but it just flashed away. 

 

After this, he recovered his warm face. 

 

"This damn thunder sea has trapped me here for thousands of years. Now you have come and just untie 

the seal for me." 

 

Ye chending looked at him and thought. 

 

Although he could not see the barrier, he could feel that the whole lightning pillar was trapped in it. 

 

And he always felt that this guy was not as friendly as he seemed! 

 

"Don't worry, this seal is only aimed at me and has no impact on you. As long as you come in and untie 

the array eye on the top of the mountain for me, you will completely get my inheritance after the seal is 

broken." 

 

Chaotic Leidi said with a smile, stretched out his hand and made a gesture of invitation. 

 

Ye Chen's mind turned. The ghost in front of him was indeed left by chaotic Lei Di, not false. 

 

But his instinct as the Lord of reincarnation made him aware of the danger and vaguely felt that 

something was wrong! 



 

He thought quickly and his eyes shook for a moment. 

 

For a moment, he had noticed something wrong. 

 

In front of the chaotic Leidi, his attitude is too gentle. 

 

Yes, gentle! 

 

You should know that chaotic Leidi himself is a very powerful and proud person. When he woke up from 

the reincarnation cemetery for the first time, he didn't pay attention to Ye Chen. 

 

That cold temperament comes from strong strength, just like the heavenly emperors, which can not be 

changed and imitated. 

 

Ye Chen took a step slowly. On the surface, he seemed to believe that the ghost was left by chaotic 

thunder emperor. 

 

But in my heart, I was extremely cautious. 

 

That wisp of chaotic thunder emperor's spirit smiled and welcomed him in. 

 

The spirit of the chaotic thunder emperor lost his hands behind him, smiling gently and very amiable. 

 

"Very good! If you can complete the last trace of divine soul, all Lei Di's spells will be turned on. At that 

time, you will become the most powerful Lei Xiu in the chaotic sky!" 

 

Chaotic Leidi's voice is full of temptation. 

 

But ye Chen stopped at the last moment, only half a step away from the invisible barrier. 



 

Chaotic Leidi was stunned immediately and immediately asked, "do you have any concerns? You can say 

it. As long as I know, I will answer it for you." 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak, but looked at him with a smile. 

 

Chaotic Leidi felt that things were out of control, and his face gradually changed from mild to 

expressionless. 

 

"Don't you want to get this last trace of inheritance? Or, you have understood the Lei Di spell yourself." 

 

The chaotic emperor asked again. 
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Ye Chen still shook his head and said, "I want to ask you a question. If you can answer it, I can untie the 

seal for you." 

 

"Say." 

 

"When your noumenon differentiated the last trace of flesh and spirit, did the flesh protect the spirit, or 

did the spirit protect the flesh?" 

 

When ye Chen asked, he stunned chaotic Lei Di for a long time. He immediately said with a smile: "of 

course, it is the spirit that protects the body that can keep the spirit here." 

 

Ye Chen stared at him and retorted, "no, it's the spirit protected by the flesh. He told me himself. Don't 

you remember what noumenon did?" 

 

Chaotic Leidi frowned when he heard the speech. 



 

"Really? Maybe I remember wrong." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen completely took back the half step and returned to the original place. 

 

"You're not the spirit of chaos thunder at all. Tell me what you want to do by tricking me into it. Give me 

a legitimate reason. Maybe I'll consider saving you." 

 

Ye Chen's face showed a meaningful smile. 

 

His denial just now was just a temptation! 

 

This so-called chaotic Leidi spirit, hesitated for a long time at the beginning, has exposed his fake 

identity! 

 

Although he gave the correct answer, he didn't correct it in time after being denied by Ye Chen, and it 

was false plus false! 

 

If it is really the last trace of spirit left by chaotic thunder emperor, how can it not know that the spirit 

protected the body at the last moment when the body fell! 

 

It can be seen that the ghost that remains today is just a fake. 

 

This guy doesn't know where he jumped out. After ye Chen saw through, he looked completely cold. 

 

And his soul gradually changed into a green faced and fanged evil ghost, and his skin was suffused with 

green light. 

 

"I didn't expect you to be smart enough to see through my plan." 

 



The green faced and fanged monster, hey hey, smiled. The green light flowed in his pupils and stared at 

Ye Chen closely, as if he saw some delicious food. 

 

Ye Chen can't determine what the green faced monster is, so he can only wait and see its change. 

 

"What kind of species are you? What is the purpose of occupying this trace of stored spirit?" 

 

"Hehe, it doesn't matter who I am. What matters is the thunder breath in your body. It's very familiar. 

It's hard for me to forget. If I can swallow you, I can recover as quickly as possible. Even if I can't swallow 

it now, you can't escape today." 

 

The smile of the green faced monster's mouth is treacherous and cold. 

 

At this time, ye Chen seemed to notice something, suddenly looked up and looked at the three-

dimensional sea level. 

 

I saw that the thunder slurry of the saint thunder sea had been dyed dark! 

 

Originally magnificent, but now it has become dark and deep, as if there are endless devil rules flowing 

on it, shrouding over their heads, as if it were a hell 

 

"What did you do?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised and looked at the green faced monster. 

 

"I didn't do anything, but I've set up a game for thousands of years! At present, this holy thunder sea has 

been under my control. When you step into the seabed, it has become a plaything in my hand and can't 

be separated." 

 

Said, the green faced monster no longer left his hand, but directly squeezed the palm of his hand. In an 

instant, there were endless black awns coming together. 

 



Ye Chen seems to be trapped in the underworld. There is strange black air everywhere. It is tightly 

wrapped, so that he has no room to breathe. 

 

Sooner or later, ye Chen has pulled out the Longyuan Heavenly Sword. 

 

"Longyuan Tianjian: the sun is red and brilliant!" 

 

Ye Chen held the sword and whispered, and the infinite momentum suddenly burst out. Even the black 

sea floor also shook and shook. 

 

Endless rules of the sun, intertwined with the moonlight, flow here. 

 

But the green faced monster was not afraid at all. The next moment, he floated slowly and touched the 

invisible and colorless barrier with his fingers. 

 

Boom! 

 

Immediately, he popped up several light waves like water waves. 

 

The power of the Heavenly Sword summoned by Ye Chen did not affect them, because an invisible field 

was built and trapped people in it. 

 

"Do you think your struggle is useful? It will eventually be refined by me. It's just a matter of time." 

 

The blood dragon looked solemn, and its blood light could reflect the sky, even deeper than this round 

of sun! 

 

"It's no use. It's the saint thunder sea. It's my field. After I squeezed out and sealed the last ghost of 

chaotic thunder emperor, I became the master here." 

 

The green faced monster looked up and smiled. 



 

With a bang, thunder exploded and black clouds gathered. 

 

The green faced monster mobilized the power hidden in the depths and caught Ye Chen off guard. 

 

Facing the rolling black clouds in the sky, ye Chen suddenly had something wrong. 

 

Such a scene is really some terrible! The roaring pressure is too shocking. 

 

Even the void ripples here were crushed, and huge pieces fell down, showing a faint dark color. On the 

sky, those black Qi turned into a virtual shadow and attacked Ye Chen. 

 

This is the war intention controlled by the green faced monster. It is also a virtual shadow. It rushed 

down with powerful power, making the whole holy thunder sea suddenly turbulent. 

 

Invisible and colorless barrier, rolling like waves! 

 

In addition, the thunder pillar under the pressure was violently turbulent, like a peerless beast. 
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If ye Chen wants to break through the blockade here, he may have to start from another angle. 

 

The whole Shenglei seafood has a strange fluctuation, trapping Ye Chen in it. 

 

Although there is no fatal threat, ye Chen can detect that these forces are corrosive. Even the blood light 

barrier protected by him can be gnawed down, which shows the strong degree of corrosion. 

 



On the other side, the green faced monster still trapped in the invisible colorless array was not in a 

hurry. 

 

He returned to the thunder pillar, sat down and rested, and looked at Ye Chen with a smile. 

 

"I have said that as long as you enter here, you will become my prey. Within three days, all your 

weapons, magic weapons or magical powers can't resist the power of my eternal darkness." 

 

The green faced monster smiled strangely and waited quietly even if he didn't say anything. 

 

After ye Chen established the blood color barrier, he simply sat down cross legged and sank into his 

mind. 

 

He used his reincarnation blood and tried to attack the surrounding blockade, but all ended in failure. 

 

The black air around the sky is not a powerful magic, nor a powerful black flame, but like sticky black 

glue. 

 

It is attached to the surface of the air, difficult to remove, and like a predator, crawling quietly, gnawing 

at your flesh and blood, slowly but advancing step by step. 

 

Ye Chen finally understood why the green faced monster said at the beginning that he couldn't run away 

anyway! 

 

If he steps into the barrier, he may be solved by the green faced monster. After all, he is blocked inside 

and can't get out of the array. 

 

If not, the green faced monster will not be polite and will completely block this space. 

 

This wisp of evil spirit is tough and stubborn. Ye Chen has never seen it before. He used two towers, one 

skill and three divine swords to cut it. 

 



Suddenly, his heart sank. 

 

In that case, try with the blood of reincarnation! 

 

He suddenly opened his eyes. Between his palms, a drop of blood essence emerged, blooming with 

blood color and brilliance, reflecting a lot of darkness. 

 

At the same time, the blood essence rushed up into the dark Qi. 

 

Ye Chen vowed to fight to the death and his blood gas soared to the sky, but these evil gases seem to be 

full of strange black magic, which can resist everything. 

 

In the face of the reincarnation blood, although the black Qi avoided it, it formed an encirclement circle 

and gradually narrowed the scope of the reincarnation blood. Seeing this scene, ye Chen was surprised 

with his eyes. 

 

Can't even the blood of reincarnation conquer this wisp of black gas? Ye Chen thought. 

 

"Ha ha, you don't have to struggle!" 

 

Ye Chen heard a laugh from the green faced monster. 

 

"I said, you can't escape. This wisp of evil spirit is not a common thing, but left by the chaotic evil 

emperor among the six sons of chaos. I'm afraid you can't defeat it with your current aura level!" 

 

The green faced monster grinned and showed his fangs. It was very scary. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when she heard the speech. 

 

Chaos devil? 



 

Where did this come from? He seems to have never heard of it before. 

 

And listening to its name, it seems to be related to chaotic Wuzi. 

 

"Hehe, of course you don't know the existence of chaos devil, and chaos thunder won't talk about it 

with you!" 

 

The sarcasm on the green faced monster's face became stronger. He stretched out his dark blue claw, 

which was full of scars. 

 

And he lowered his head and muttered to himself, like talking to himself, or asking Ye Chen. 

 

"Do you want to know why I exist in the origin of Lei di? Hehe, it's a long story. I've been bored for tens 

of thousands of years. Let's talk to you." 

 

Ye Chen had no interest in answering his words and continued to close her eyes and meditate. 

 

The voice of the green faced monster spread slowly at the empty bottom of the holy thunder sea. 

 

Ye Chen tried all kinds of methods, but he couldn't break through the blockade of the original evil Qi, so 

he had to give up temporarily. 

 

Even the starlight released by the heavenly stars is gradually dimmed by these demons, and even tends 

to disappear. 

 

Once used, it can no longer be used. 

 

Then ye Chen tried the snow hidden stars and the heaven and earth xuanhuang tower, which also had 

such an effect! 

 



"Why?" 

 

Ye Chen was puzzled and surprised. What he used was the supreme artifact of the thirty-three days, 

which was mixed with the supreme power of Hongjun's ancestor. It can be said that this is the highest 

holy artifact outside the territory. 

 

But in front of this mysterious evil gas, he retreated and couldn't hold the position at all! 

 

And once released, after being pressed back, it seemed that there was an invisible force falling from the 

sky, cutting off the connection between Ye Chen and these magic weapons. 

 

Ye Chen can finally use only her own reincarnation blood! 

 

Damn it! 

 

This guy's evil spirit is so terrible that even he can't see clearly which is the supreme evil power in a 

distant era! 

 

However, with the narration of the green faced monster, ye Chen probably knew what creature was 

trapped in the seal! 

 

This green faced monster is the chaotic devil! 

 

To be exact, it is a remnant of the chaotic demon emperor. 

 

In that extremely remote era, when the world opened and the world opened, everything belonged to 

the state of hazy chaos. It is precisely because of this that a powerful existence in chaos was born. 

 

Chaos Wuzi is one of the representatives. When he was born in the first day, he was the peak. He ruled 

the whole era and left countless bright legends. 

 



But then there were all kinds of changes, which can also be said to be the cycle of heaven. The wheel of 

history rolled forward and never belonged to someone. 

 

Even if that person is strong enough to challenge the way of heaven, he can't defeat the way of heaven 

after all! 

 

Everything in the world is born and conquered by each other. Yin and yang are bipolar. Taoism is 

natural. Where there is light, there will be darkness. 

 

The dark side of man is the shadow, which is the supreme principle of Taiji Yin and Yang in the world. 

 

Extrapolating time to the universe of the heavens, the most initial era, is also applicable to the chaotic 

five sons at that time. They represent the attribute of the five elements, are thorough and powerful, and 

horizontally push all existence in the world. 

 

But it was in this case that a chaotic demon emperor came out of the darkness. 

 

This chaotic demon emperor can be called the son of darkness, which is opposite to the five sons of 

chaos. 

 

However, the magic power contained in his body is omniscient. In a sense, the chaotic devil emperor is 

the ancestor of all magic cultivation in the world of heaven and the origin of magic skills and magic 

treasures! 

 

How can such a powerful existence be tolerated by the chaotic five sons? Therefore, a life and death war 

is bound to break out between darkness and light on both sides of yin and Yang. 

 

At the beginning, almost everyone thought that chaos five would have an absolute advantage, but that 

was not the case. Even if chaos five even started, they could only compete with chaos demon emperor. 
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The six great powers are divided into two factions, which make the sky dark, the sun and the moon dark, 

and the whole stars and the universe eclipsed! 

 

This war situation was unexpected to everyone at that time. 

 

In many battles, the evil intention of the chaotic devil emperor became more and more perfect and 

became more and more powerful. Even the five sons of chaos could not suppress it together. 

 

In the last battle of the starry sky, the two sides fought extremely fiercely. The attack of the chaotic devil 

emperor fell from then on, and the spirit body was destroyed by thunder and light and plunged into 

complete darkness. 

 

When the green faced monster said this, he also showed his identity. He was the last source of the 

chaotic devil emperor. 

 

The last blow to destroy the devil emperor was completed by chaos thunder emperor. The thunder of 

destruction rose to the sky, which was terrible and burned the body of chaos devil emperor to ashes. 

 

But at the last moment, the chaotic devil left the last trace of self spirit, silent and extremely weak, and 

even the five sons of chaos didn't find it. 

 

"At that time, the noumenon of chaotic thunder emperor placed me in the thunder of chaotic thunder 

emperor, cut off the connection with me, and let me sleep completely. When I woke up, I saw only the 

remaining spirit and body of chaotic thunder emperor!" 

 

The green faced monster smiled and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

He is the spirit of the chaotic demon emperor, but he has formed an independent consciousness. 

 

"Don't struggle any more. You can't escape here. With your strength as a solution, I believe this seal will 

be broken soon. Then your body will be used by me and reshape the power of the devil emperor. Don't 

worry. When I inherit your spirit and memory, I will treat your relatives and friends well." 



 

The green faced monster seems to make some kind of commitment and be determined. 

 

At this time, ye Chen finally opened his eyes and looked at him coldly. 

 

"It's too early to talk about the outcome at this time!" 

 

The green faced monster smiled but didn't speak. He raised his eyes and looked at the black gas mucus 

on Ye Chen's head. It was getting closer and closer. Even the reincarnation blood could not bear the 

power of the evil gas at the beginning of chaos and retreated step by step. 

 

"How long do you think you can carry it?" 

 

The green faced monster asked jokingly. 

 

He returned to the top of the thunder god column and stood in the eye of the array. At his feet, the 

roulette that had not moved for thousands of years began to rotate, slowly, but led to a faint light! 

 

He is about to extricate himself from difficulties and returns with a strong attitude. 

 

The evil power of chaos still exists today, and the original five sons of chaos have disappeared. 

 

Perhaps this is the divine will! The power of chaos, let him return to the sacred peak! 

 

The green faced monster opens his hands to welcome the arrival of new life. He is about to complete his 

transformation and get rid of the image of the green faced tusk monster. 

 

At the other end, the black mucus slowly swallowed up and pushed faster and faster. 

 



There was only a thin layer of blood light on the surface of Ye Chen's body. He didn't know how long he 

had been here. All magic weapons were exhausted, but it had no effect on it! 

 

Finally, ye Chen can only open the reincarnation cemetery and try to summon chaotic Lei Di again. 

 

But after the chaotic Leidi exhausted his power, he fell into a deep sleep. As a last resort, he sent a trace 

of reincarnation blood into it. 

 

The reincarnation blood, wound over the cemetery, slowly invaded the tombstone, and the blood light 

was exhausted. 

 

Finally, at the last moment, the tombstone moved slowly, a chaotic breath of thunder rose, and the 

chaotic thunder emperor has awakened. 

 

Ye Chen sent a divine thought to chaotic thunder emperor. In a moment, chaotic thunder emperor 

understood everything. 

 

Those twinkling thunder eyes looked into the void and locked the figure of the green faced monster. 

 

The green faced monster also noticed the smell of chaotic Leidi and sneered. 

 

"I didn't expect that you were still alive, but there was only a trace of spirit. You can't even count the 

spirit. It's completely fallen, and you can't return to the original peak." 

 

Chaos devil's hatred for chaos thunder emperor is the most profound. At the beginning, it was precisely 

because of the sky robbery thunder of chaos thunder emperor that drove it into the abyss and endured 

thousands of years of pain. 

 

"Unexpectedly, you still have a trace of spirit, and you are attached to my spirit and have completed the 

replacement." 

 



Chaotic Leidi sighed. He never thought that the hidden dangers left by the war would last for millions of 

years. 

 

Now ye Chen is completely at a disadvantage. 

 

"Elder, is there any way to save it?" 

 

Ye Chen immediately asked. 

 

Chaotic Leidi was silent for a long time and shook his head. 

 

"It may be a foregone conclusion. I only have a wisp of divine thoughts. The two spirits left before are 

given to you to complete your cultivation. Now there is nothing I can do." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen looked a little dim, but his eyes soon became firm again. 

 

He believed that there was no way out of heaven, and with his reincarnation, he would be able to get 

through the disaster. 

 

The big deal is to burn the ultimate reincarnation blood, break through this seal, and talk about life and 

death later! 

 

Seeing ye Chen's appearance, chaotic Leidi was touched. He thought for a moment and said: 

 

"Maybe there's another way. 

 

"What way, elder, please say!" 

 

"If you can awaken one of the other four chaotic gods, let him release the origin of the divine soul and 

help you, plus my last blow, you may be able to defeat the chaotic devil." 



 

"I can give you a last hand. There is a chaotic deity, which is in my residual noumenon." 
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With that, the chaotic thunder emperor's mind flashed, and the saint thunder sea above them seemed 

to be summoned and churned violently. 

 

The degree of such a sensation was almost unprecedented. Even the xuanming two elders who had 

been guarding outside the saint thunder sea were shocked and were very surprised for a moment. 

 

Ye Chen can even see the huge waves of the saint thunder sea through the thick black liquid. 

 

Under the towering power, a huge shadow gradually condensed. The almost invincible shadow pierced 

through the thick black mucus, entered the void, and came to Ye Chen. The golden light twinkled, 

burning its brilliance, and endless thunder entangled, as if it had the power of heaven and earth. 

 

"Elder, what is this?" 

 

Even ye Chen was shocked by this golden thunder rod. The breath contained in this thing is 

indescribable. 

 

But ye Chen can be sure that it is far more than the supreme artifact of the thirty-three days. It is 

another supreme magic weapon in the world! 

 

"This is the Tongtian thunder spirit born together with the beginning of chaos. I call it chaos thunder 

treasure. It is not only an accessory of my original attribute, but also the weapon I held in those years. 

After my last battle failed, I sealed it with my body and reduced it to the universe." 

 

Chaotic thunder emperor told the origin of this Tongtian thunder spirit, which immediately surprised Ye 

Chen. 



 

The magic weapon of chaos he came into contact with was the chaotic magic weapon, which was 

different from the thirty-three days of Hongmeng and the Qi of the origin. The chaotic magic weapon 

had a certain value in the world of heaven. 

 

On top of the chaotic treasure, there is a more powerful artifact, which is the Xuantian treasure. 

 

However, these are all ordinary artifacts left over from the chaotic era, and there is no power of heaven. 

 

For example, the Tongtian thunder spirit held by chaotic thunder emperor is beyond the world, and the 

Xuantian Wanqi spectrum is not qualified to include it. Therefore, this golden thunder stick has been 

floating and sinking outside, and no one has accepted it. 

 

"Take it to the reincarnation cemetery! It may have a miraculous effect! Let me block the original power 

of the chaotic demon emperor for you first!" 

 

The spirit of the chaotic demon emperor suddenly soared hundreds of times, like an ancient giant across 

the void, with thunder all over the sky, intertwined and flashing, extremely dazzling, outlining a huge 

thunder net, temporarily supporting those black mucus and forming a confrontation with it. 

 

Ye Chen, on the other hand, brought the thunder spirit into his consciousness. 

 

Then he entered the reincarnation cemetery, where the cemetery is vast, and the water of the yellow 

spring diffuses out, forming an extremely wide waterfall. 

 

There was a vibration in the reincarnation cemetery, but that part of the unawakened power still did not 

respond. 

 

Ye Chen came to the place where the five sons of chaos were, took a deep breath, hugged his fist and 

said, "younger Ye Chen, now suffering from disaster, is about to fight with the chaotic devil emperor. I 

hope several predecessors can help me through the difficulties." 

 

Ye Chen began to bow and salute. 



 

But the remaining four reincarnation tombstones, with no response, still stand quietly, cold and 

ruthless. 

 

Ye Chen didn't believe in evil and tried again, but it still didn't work 

 

Just as ye Chen frowned, there was a change in the blue and yellow spring in his body. From the heaven 

and earth, two portals flew out, zoomed in and took shape in front of Ye Chen. 

 

It's the gate of xuanzun, the gate of black dragon! 

 

These two gates are one of the nine gates in the wilderness. They are equally powerful, but ye Chen did 

not take the initiative to summon them. What are you doing? 

 

Ye Chen had some doubts in his heart, but immediately he saw the huge thunder spirit across the sky 

between the two doors, which seemed to form a golden bridge. 

 

In an instant, there was a change in the reincarnation cemetery. The stone tablet flickered and the flame 

was thin. It seemed that it was going to burn all the water of the yellow spring. 

 

And then, a dignified flame figure slowly emerged. 

 

It was a man in a red fire robe. Even his long hair was red. His whole body was surrounded by dark fire, 

and there were red runes flowing all the time. 

 

The flame light rushed to all directions, making his whole person like a dark fire sword out of its sheath, 

which is bound to pierce the whole heaven and earth and eliminate all the grievances in the world. 

 

"I am the chaotic Yan Emperor, yellow mouth child, who are you?" 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos, with his eyes like fire, looked at Ye Chen. He was the master of the flames of the 

heavens and the ancestor of the fire repair in its heyday. 



 

"Elder, I am the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

Ye Chen explained his identity, and then led the soul of chaotic Yan Emperor out of the cemetery to let 

him see the scene in front of him. 

 

Before long, Emperor Yan of chaos understood what this meant? 

 

"Leidi, the old guy has passed it on to you? Well, if I don't do it again, I'm afraid the old guy and you can't 

live!" 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos sighed. He spread out his palm, and a jumping flame suddenly emerged and 

condensed into shape. 

 

"Swallow this fire! From now on, you will be the Lord of different fires of all things in heaven and earth. 

All different fires will listen to your call and be used by you!" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen looked serious and nodded immediately. 

 

The power of the five sons of chaos is beyond the range that the universe can carry. It is extremely 

powerful and invincible. Therefore, he should grasp every inheritance. 

 

Ye Chen holds the thunder spirit in his left hand and the source of fire in his right hand. 

 

When he flashed out, the spiritual power of heaven and earth gathered, and the endless reincarnation 

blood was also stimulated again. He wrapped his body into chains around Ye Chen. 

 

Fire and thunder interweave to break through heaven and earth and cut off the blockade. 

 

"It's impossible!" 

 



The chaotic demon emperor standing in the eyes of the array was shocked. He stared at Ye Chen, full of 

disbelief. 

 

Then, the figure of a flame giant slowly walked out behind Ye Chen, and looked at him fiercely without 

giving in. 

 

"Chaotic devil? Unexpectedly, after all ages, you and I can still meet..." 

 

The archaic breath of chaos Yan Emperor surged out, compressing a large area of space around him. 

 

When chaotic thunder emperor saw him coming, he also relaxed his mind and put away the power of 

thunder. 

 

"I didn't expect you to be the first one to wake up." 

 

"Why can't it be me? Ha ha! The blood on this boy is very fierce. I'm going to pass it on to him." 

 

“……” 

 

Two chaotic gods are here, and ye Chen is also relieved. 

 

On the other hand, the chaotic demon emperor looked very embarrassed. 

 

He is not afraid of either of these two guys, but if they work together, even he has to think about it. 

 

"There's no more nonsense. The chaotic devil emperor, since he didn't completely destroy you ten 

thousand years ago, he will kill you in the world of mortals today!" 

 

"Then come and try!" 

 



Naturally, the chaotic devil emperor was not willing to be defeated like this. He roared up to the sky, and 

there was endless cold in his eyes. The viscous night turned into a vast river. At this moment, it became 

no longer viscous and gloomy, but red and hot. It was tens of thousands of times hotter than magma! 
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The destroyed Tao Yun surged out, turned into a rolling torrent, and spread out directly to meet the two 

chaotic gods. 

 

This power is unstoppable and frightening. 

 

"Boy, we'll pass the power on to you. It's up to you next!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor smiled and said, and then he looked at chaotic Lei Di for a performance. They both 

passed their power to Ye Chen at the same time. 

 

A magic wand glittering with golden thunder is very scary. Runes fly up and surround at a high speed, 

while another strange fire source that is close to sleeping suddenly wakes up and blooms a flame God's 

awn. 

 

Ye Chen held the lightning rod in one hand and the source of different fire in the other. The whole 

person was like a high emperor, and the reincarnation blood also burst out. At this moment, he was 

released to the utmost, making his whole person look like a high emperor. 

 

The chaotic devil emperor also felt Ye Chen's domineering momentum and couldn't help looking at him. 

 

Ye Chen poured his surging Taoist rhyme into the thunder god stick. The golden thunder became 

stronger and stronger, rising into the sky, shaking out the Thunder Road seal in the void, turning into a 

magic charm and sticking it on the weapon! 

 

The fast and violent light broke through the road and cut towards the chaotic demon emperor at a 

lightning speed! 



 

The ultimate power often condenses in the void at the last minute, silently and suddenly slips through, 

without much noise, but it makes people unconscious! 

 

This stick is not only a fighting instinct, but also its own rules, condensed to the extreme. 

 

The artifact of thunder and the origin of fire are combined with each other and burst out by the power 

of reincarnation blood. 

 

Those black mucus standing in the air trembled. 

 

"It's impossible! How can you combine the two chaotic forces into one!" 

 

For the first time, the chaotic devil lost control of his emotions and roared. In his eyes, the black awn 

flickered and his anger reached the extreme. 

 

The original power of chaos is the most powerful existence between heaven and earth! Each line of 

chaos represents a kind of inheritance. In an era, it can only be passed on to one person. 

 

The combination of chaotic forces has never happened before. 

 

So the chaotic devil lost his voice and exclaimed. 

 

Even chaos thunder emperor and chaos Yan Emperor flashed a touch of surprise in their eyes. 

 

The two of them want to use these two forces to defeat the chaotic devil emperor by virtue of Ye Chen's 

advantage in quantity. 

 

But now it seems that ye Chen has made an unprecedented breakthrough! 

 



The power of destruction, Tao Yun flows, runs out coldly, and turns into a long river of death. In an 

instant, there are huge waves, endless surging and surging. 

 

The chaotic demon emperor tried his best to stop it, but he still couldn't stop the bloody River 

composed of these three forces. It was submerged in an instant. The black mucus lying in the air like a 

demon insect was also cracked one by one and melted silently. 

 

Ye Chen stood in the air, the vigorous wind blew across his face, but he couldn't float his firm eyes. 

 

Iron like will can shake the world! 

 

Ye Chen has talent and a strong heart. 

 

"Lei Di, you have found a good successor!" 

 

Emperor Yan couldn't help sighing. 

 

Chaotic Leidi smiled: "now it's also your descendant!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor immediately laughed. 

 

"You're right! I've given all the sources of different fire to this boy. He is indeed my descendant, but 

speaking of it, the other three guys won't think that our inheritance has been given to one person at the 

same time!" 

 

"Yes, the situation is treacherous and unpredictable! Who can expect that a trace of the spirit of the 

chaotic demon emperor still exists in the world!" 

 

"Let's see what a miracle this boy can create!" 

 

“……” 



 

The two chaotic gods seem not to be worried. 

 

In fact, they don't have to worry. 

 

The extreme power burst out by Ye Chen penetrated the sea covered with black liquid. The hot God's 

awn can't even stop it! 

 

His sword was so terrible. 

 

After the thunder was emitted, it condensed with different fire to form an illusory photon sword body 

and hilt. 

 

Reincarnation blood finally whirled out and roared against the sky, which combined into the blade of 

this towering divine sword! 

 

Deadly breath, such terror. 

 

The chaotic demon emperor could no longer support it. After feeling such crazy power, he had a 

headache. Even the black magic flame around him loomed and could not support it. 

 

Where the hell is this boy from? Can integrate the power of Yan Emperor and Lei emperor into one! 

 

The most terrible thing is that the bloody power he carries runs through the ancient and modern times 

and cuts across the ages, which is extremely terrible. 

 

The vast amount of murderous Qi was endless, burst and glittered, turned into countless fierce blood 

colored lights, like sword rain and thunder, instantly penetrated layers of black liquid and hit the spirit of 

the chaotic demon emperor. 

 

"Ah!!" 



 

The chaotic demon emperor roared and still couldn't stop the arrival of destruction. 

 

With a bang, his body and soul turned into a starry rain and fluttered down, but then he was involved in 

it by the sharp sword, supported for a moment, and finally disappeared into dust. 

 

So far, the monstrous demon emperor born from chaos announced his fall. 

 

Chaotic emperor Lei and chaotic Emperor Yan looked complex and sighed. 

 

The chaotic demon emperor is also in the same era with them. At the beginning, he was a great emperor 

who shone on the world, and now he has disappeared in the dust of history. 

 

There are few people left who were born in chaos. This era still doesn't belong to them after all! 

 

An instant sigh flashed by. When ye Chen put away his overbearing breath and returned to normal 

again, the second emperor of chaos stepped forward and smiled congratulations. 
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"You have found the last ray of the old guy's spirit. Congratulations. As long as one ray, you can inherit 

the complete chaotic thunder law and become the person in charge of the chaotic thunder!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor smiled and said that this speech surprised Ye Chen, and immediately looked 

excited. 

 

Chaos God thunder, that's the amazing killing move of chaos thunder emperor. Even before that, chaos 

thunder emperor has granted him the inheritance skill, but he still lacks the real morality! 

 

Now this silk morality is added, and his inheritance tends to be complete! 



 

Chaotic Leidi nodded with satisfaction, quite relieved. 

 

In his life, he was cold and aloof. He never accepted an apprentice. He didn't wake up until the spirit was 

incomplete and survived. Now he is perfect and has no regrets! 

 

"Master, you can rest assured that I will continue to inherit the chaotic thunder!" 

 

Ye Chen inferred what he was thinking from the chaotic Lei Di's facial expression, so he immediately 

bowed his hands and said solemnly. 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor smiled more happily: "good boy! Unexpectedly, he knows how to win the hearts of 

the people!" 

 

"You are also my master!" said Ye Chen. 

 

"You're a good disciple, but if you really want to get my inheritance, I'm afraid you have to go to the 

place away from the fire and find a wisp of chaotic fire I left there! That's the last thing I left in the 

world." 

 

Chaos Yan Emperor's words so far, there is also a sigh. 

 

But let it be. 

 

The glory of the five sons of chaos has become a thing of the past. Then take a good rest in the 

reincarnation cemetery and grant the inheritance to Ye Chen. Maybe they can witness Ye Chen's fame 

from childhood to dominate the world! 

 

The crisis here has been lifted, but chaotic Leidi still maintains the illusion of Saint thunder sea. 

 

"Take this opportunity to refine thunder, chaos thunder and divine thunder. Those two old guys are still 

waiting outside. If you divide the divine thunder into their own parts, they won't be able to notice!" 



 

Chaos Leidi said. 

 

Chaos God thunder is one of the most powerful things in the world. His original thunder. In his eyes, 

xuanming two old people and other low-level beings are not qualified to touch! 

 

Then, a divine thunder came slowly from the bottom of the sea. It was as small as a snake, but it 

condensed the ultimate brilliance. 

 

It was integrated with the sky thunder column, scattered slowly, turned into streamer, and all entered 

Ye Chen's body. 

 

This divine thunder swam and ran in his body, but it had no aggressive power. 

 

In this way, ye Chen is not used to it. He is afraid of accidents. After all, he has refined all kinds of martial 

arts, spells and treasures all the way, and has to bear varying degrees of pain every time. 

 

When ye Chen slowly spits out a mouthful of turbid Qi, the chaotic divine thunder has been condensed 

into a small thunder in his body, which can be integrated into the reincarnation blood at any time. 

 

Chaotic emperor Lei and chaotic Emperor Yan also returned to the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

However, before entering the cemetery, they handed Ye Chen a small black seed, which was left by the 

chaotic demon emperor. 

 

Of course, it's just a remnant of the chaotic demon emperor, but he has no self-consciousness. Unless ye 

Chen can find the last divine and soul power of the chaotic demon emperor in this world, he can take it 

as his own. 

 

At that time, the spirit of the chaotic demon emperor will become a powerful help to Ye Chen! 

 



However, the power of God and soul in the world can't be so easy to find! The boundless world of the 

heavens is too vast. There are many forbidden areas that no one has ever been to. Up to now, there is 

still a time and space that experts of all nationalities have never been to! 

 

After melting the chaotic God thunder into the blood, ye Chen walked out of the holy thunder sea. 

 

In the outside world, with the end of the battle, the inheritance of the divine soul is collected. This holy 

thunder sea can no longer maintain the surface scene, roaring! 

 

The xuanming two elders who had been waiting outside were already a little impatient. 

 

Xuanlao frowned and looked at the holy thunder sea. 

 

But just then, the sound of concussion came and shocked him. 

 

This is by no means an ordinary sound, but a real change. 

 

Xuanlao has taken out several top-level magic tools to prepare for the impact of thunder power. He 

wants to take this opportunity to enter the deep forbidden area and seize such a top-level thunder god! 

 

But at this time, the turbulent holy thunder sea suddenly collapsed, and a piece of emptiness collapsed 

continuously. The churning thunder slurry evaporated as if it had been extracted and dried. In just a few 

seconds, most of the holy thunder sea disappeared. 

 

Xuanlao's pupil suddenly shrunk, and an unbelievable look appeared on his face. 

 

What's going on? 

 

He quickly opened the towering array to block the sea of Saint thunder and rushed into it regardless of 

everything. 

 



But it has been unable to stop the decline of St. Ray's sea. 

 

The ghost girl also followed in, with a cold and indifferent expression. 

 

Xuanlao's eyes searched everywhere, because in his perception, the void here had no consciousness, 

and the power of thunder had completely become a void space. 

 

Suddenly, his face suddenly coagulated, because he saw a figure in the depths of the void. 

 

If it's not ye Chen, who can it be? At this time, ye Chen pretended to be sleepy and didn't wake up until 

xuanlao came over, rescued him and injected a trace of divine power into his body. 

 

"What happened...?" 

 

Ye Chen looked confused and said casually. 

 

"What's the matter? Don't you know?" 

 

Xuanlao's tone became cold, but ye Chen selectively ignored it, but rubbed his head and looked a little 

painful. 

 

Then xuanlao extracted his memory and wanted to see what happened. Ye Chen pretended to be 

innocent and promised on the surface, but in fact, he had fabricated the reincarnation memory. 

 

The memory content in it was true or false. The final outcome was the explosion of black awn in the 

pillar of thunder, and he fainted! 

 

After reading this memory, xuanlao's eyes became heavy. 

 

It never occurred to him that this would happen. 



 

Finally, the thunder black awn was the supreme thunder power he had failed to pursue for many years. 

Now he escaped automatically and fled into the void. He didn't know where to go. It really hurt him. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Xuanlao scolded angrily, but there was nothing he could do, because he couldn't vent his anger on Ye 

Chen. 

 

After all, he let Ye Chen in. Ye Chen can be said to be passive in the whole process and has no resistance. 

How can you blame him? 

 

"Nothing! You're fine." 

 

The two elders of xuanming immediately set off and sent Ye Chen back to the cave in Leishan. They 

never came again in the next few days. 

 

Ye Chen was also happy to be free and began to study the chaotic thunder in his body. 

 

In addition to cultivation, he will also go to the sect door! Also got some news. 

 

He has never seen a top Tianjiao since he entered the sect! I was very strange. 
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After inquiring and talking, he knew that all the zongmen Tianjiao were closed, or went abroad to 

exercise and enhance their strength, just to meet the opening of the nine day Leita soon! 

 

It turned out that all the disciples who entered the Tailei God sect were qualified to go to the Jiutian 

thunder tower for trial. 



 

Once recognized by Leita, you will get extremely rich rewards, and the original power of thunder in your 

body will be more and more smooth. 

 

Ye Chen frowned when he heard the speech. The two old xuanming didn't tell him the news, and no one 

came to inform him. He only heard it when he came to the zongmen. 

 

It seems that xuanlao didn't get such a thing. He was very angry. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help sneering. 

 

The so-called selection of core disciples of the inner sect is just a gimmick. It's just to select the disciple 

with the strongest strength, pay attention to his talent, help xuanlao enter the holy thunder sea and get 

the power of thunder for him. 

 

When ye Chen lost his use value, he was abandoned and didn't even want to do superficial Kung Fu! 

 

I'm afraid the so-called xuanming two elders have never thought about sects, just for personal interests. 

 

However, the trial of the nine Thor towers is still very interesting! He'll go too. 

 

In the days before the opening of the God tower, ye Chen learned the historical origin of the God tower. 

It turned out to be a space opened up by the patriarch of the sect with the power of thunder, and the 

core area is called the nine thunder tower. 

 

After entering this tower, you can harden the thunder force and solidify the minefield. After passing the 

test, you will also obtain corresponding inheritance and rewards. 

 

This is the blessing of the disciples of Tailei Shenzong, and it is also one of the reasons why many people 

want to enter this sect! 

 



Seven days later, many Tianjiao left the pass, and there were many visions over the sects, reaching the 

sky. Many powerful disciples also returned from abroad, causing everyone to cheer. 

 

For a time, the whole Tai Lei God sect became very lively. 

 

Dong! 

 

With the sound of a bell, the nine Thor tower was officially opened. 

 

And ye Chen also came to the entrance of the nine Thor tower with the flow of people. 

 

Outside the thunder space, there is a wide diamond shaped thunder standing in the air. 

 

Tens of thousands of people can stand on it. It is incomparably vast and powerful! 

 

At this time, many people have gathered at the exit, overwhelming, coming from all directions. 

 

In the space of the nine Thor tower, the beat is abnormal. Even if you are close, you can feel the 

powerful thunder power contained therein. 

 

The space channel composed of blasting mines slowly takes shape and gradually becomes distorted. 

 

It was an entrance, which was jointly maintained by several powerful elders to keep its basic shape. The 

fluctuation emitted was very terrible. 

 

"Is this the space where the nine Thor tower is located?" 

 

Ye Chen stood in the air, looked up, and felt the fluctuation of the void thunder. He was a little surprised 

in his heart. 

 



Those who can open up this violent space with their own strength must have the ultimate power of 

thunder to succeed. 

 

That kind of strength is beyond the imagination of ordinary people. Even in the whole world of heaven, 

it is an extremely top-notch existence. 

 

The time and rules for entering the nine Raytheon tower are clearly displayed over the thunder field. 

 

The opening time of the nine Raytheon pagoda is one month. During this period, all sect disciples can 

enter it. 

 

There are many opportunities in the nine Raytheon tower, which is divided into nine floors. The stronger 

the strength, the higher the floor to climb. So far, the highest number of floors to be climbed by Lei Xiu 

genius of the Tai Raytheon sect is eight. 

 

No one has climbed the ninth floor yet! 

 

It is said that the ninth floor hides the most powerful thunder in the world. Those who get it can 

command ten thousand thunder and become the king of thunder and lightning at one fell swoop. 

 

The opportunity on the ninth floor still lies there quietly. For thousands of years, no one can conquer it. 

 

Ye Chen heard a cry of surprise and looked around. It turned out that it was a top Tianjiao of Tailei sect 

who stepped into it. It was a young man with purple hair. He was tall and handsome. He was surrounded 

by purple thunder. He was very elegant and charming. 

 

When he looked back and smiled, he attracted the screams and cheers of many leixiu girls. 

 

But there is another person who is as popular as him. 

 

It was a beautiful woman with black hair and came like a relegated fairy, which amazed all the male 

disciples. 



 

Both of them are the top Tianjiao of the Tailei God sect. For nearly a year, they have been practicing in 

their own cave in order to attack the jiulei tower. 

 

Then there were several Tianjiao who stepped here one after another, cheering higher and higher. 

 

Newcomers like Ye Chen, who have just started, don't get much attention! 

 

And the core position of the inner door promised before the selection has not been fulfilled! 

 

Even so, some people noticed that ye Chen talked about it. 

 

Even some inner disciples laughed with disdain. 

 

"Just him? With such low strength, I can still enter the inner door. I'm afraid I've already become an 

elder!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't care about these eyes. There was only the void thunder channel in his eyes. 

 

His eyes coagulated, his body flashed, went through the void and entered the channel. 

 

When it broke in, the thunder channel fluctuated a little, but it soon returned to normal. 

 

In one day's time, many Lei Xiu talents of the Tailei God sect poured into here, such as locusts crossing 

the world. 
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Under the cover of thunder space, the looming nine Thor tower is like a startling beast king entrenched 

in the void, motionless and majestic. 

 

When everyone enters here, there will be a flash of light in the depths of the thunder space, and a small 

token will appear immediately. 

 

This token will record each person's breakthrough number and clearly present it to the public. 

 

At the end of January, the person who goes the farthest will become the leader of the new generation of 

terathor sect! 

 

Boom! 

 

When ye Chen passed through the thunder space, the surrounding environment became more and 

more gloomy, as if the mountain rain was coming, and the wind filled the building. Everyone felt this. 

 

However, those who had entered the nine Raytheon tower before were not surprised. They stabilized 

their body, flew at low altitude and crossed the coming storm. 

 

The people who first entered the nine Raytheon tower were quite surprised, because above the void, it 

seemed that there was a sea tide falling and gathering, thunder all over the sky, flashing wildly and 

tearing the void. 

 

The whole void thunder changed its appearance and became an incomparably violent force of thunder. 

Even the whole space became a whirlpool with extremely fast speed. 

 

They broke through a boundary wall unconsciously and officially entered the nine Thor tower. 

 

This is the first floor of the nine Thor tower. Anyone can enter! 

 

After ye Chen came in, he saw the floating and heavy flashing thunder. When he fixed his eyes, the 

thunder turned out to be a substantive challenge arena, showing a low color. 



 

On the challenge arena today, there are many figures sitting around, all in a state of cultivation. 

 

It seems that these challenge arenas are the cultivation places in the tower. 

 

Those challenge arenas are densely distributed everywhere. Many disciples have sat down and felt the 

thunder Avenue here! 

 

The thunder broke through the sky, and the silver light flashed suddenly. The thunder outside can 

penetrate in, but when you get to the tower, it becomes a pure thunder force for people to absorb. 

 

In the challenge arena, countless thunder arcs spread like lotus petals, which looks particularly 

magnificent. 

 

Every thunder will make a thunderous noise, but people who practice here are used to it. They seize the 

time to collect every minute of thunder power and enhance their own strength! 

 

When the cultivation here is completed, they will go to the second floor and continue to break through. 

 

Of course, this way of breakthrough is only limited to those ordinary disciples. People with slightly 

stronger strength sweep to the rear and go to the second floor. They don't even take a look at the first 

floor! 

 

The whole nine Raytheon tower is divided into nine floors. The first floor is only for new students or old 

disciples who have been unable to break through for a long time. 

 

The more you go back, the more powerful the thunder force you need. 

 

The first layer of thunder could not satisfy Ye Chen. He moved his body and continued to go deep. 

 

Some disciples looked at Ye Chen in surprise, because ye Chen's surface strength was very weak and 

could be divided into the lowest level. 



 

This kind of strength should be cultivated at the first level! 

 

However, ye Chen easily entered the second floor in full view of the public, which made some disciples 

around fluctuate psychologically. 

 

Several people clenched their teeth, immediately got up and hit the second barrier, but the fact was 

very ruthless. They were bounced back. 

 

Ye Chen didn't find this scene. His speed was very fast. He reached the second floor in a short time, and 

there were more powerful disciples around, who broke through the barrier together. 

 

Several people greeted Ye Chen with enthusiasm. Ye Chen didn't know their names, but only knew that 

these people should be members of that group of new disciples. 

 

What he doesn't know is that he has a good reputation among these new disciples. 

 

Except that a few people such as tianleizi are jealous of Ye Chen's talent, others have only gratitude in 

their hearts. 

 

After all, it was Ye Chen who saved them from fire and water. This kindness is not big. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and nodded and responded one by one. 

 

If a man respects me, I will respect him; if a man offends me, I will kill him. 

 

This is Ye Chen's law of dealing with the world and the covenant of the Lord of samsara. 

 

Of course, the Lord of reincarnation has the confidence to say this. 

 



Ye Chen comes to the second floor. The thunder here is more violent, and the power of thunder is more 

powerful. 

 

But still can't satisfy him! 

 

His apparent strength looks low, but in fact, it is enough to cross two big realms and can resist enemies 

dozens of times stronger! 

 

He went straight through the barrier to the third floor. 

 

This time, not only those disciples, but also some powerful sect veterans were quite surprised. 

 

It took them a long time to enter the third floor. 

 

As soon as this guy came, he went straight to the third floor! 

 

People are better than people. Don't be angry! 

 

Ye Chen felt something in the third floor. After thinking a little, he sat down next to a challenge arena. 

 

He can also feel that he has been concerned by some people at this time. In fact, he is fully capable of 

entering the fourth floor, but he doesn't want to be too eye-catching at this time. 

 

So I just stopped on the third floor. 

 

After ye Chen stopped, the eyes around him gradually dispersed and turned to other places. 

 

Soon there was a riot in the crowd. 

 



Ye Chen is stirring the power of thunder, washing essence and cutting marrow. After hearing the news, 

he also opens his eyes. 

 

After listening to the discussion, I knew that a top Tianjiao had stepped into the sixth floor. 

 

The last time the top Tianjiao entered the tower, he stayed on the sixth floor. This time, he has equaled 

the original record in less than a day. I think he can climb the peak this time! 

 

Ye Chen stopped thinking about this. He continued to absorb the third layer of Tianlei. 

 

It has to be said that the setting in the nine Thor tower is extremely ingenious. The thunder platform 

sitting down has a lot of texture. It is not made of rock, but made of some special metal. 

 

This metal can reduce the damage of thunder, form a thin boundary and filter out those thunder slag! 

 

Ye Chen has traveled all over the world and has never seen such treasures. I think the foundry of Leita 

has some skills. 

 

The universe of the heavens is so vast. The Xuantian hundred utensils manual only contains some 

treasures, and some artifact treasures scattered in the world or in the void are not included. 

 

But the power is by no means weaker than the list included in the instrument spectrum! 

 

When ye Chen thought of this, his heart moved and poured the thunder power in his body into the 

challenge arena! 

 

A faint blue light emerged, dispelling the dark color of the challenge arena, as if it had been activated, 

emitting the power of thunder. 

 

At the next moment, ye Chen only saw the dark clouds in the void surging, and the low thunder roared 

like an ancient beast. 
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Boom! 

 

In the dark clouds, the thunder rolled, followed by a strong sky thunder, tearing the space and crashing 

in, which was aimed at Ye Chen on the challenge arena. 

 

Compared with those small snake like thunder around, this thunder is a huge thing! 

 

Everyone was surprised! 

 

Before they were directly hit by the thunder, their skin felt tingling, and they quickly transported 

thunder to resist. 

 

Tianlei was a disaster for them. 

 

But ye Chen seemed calm. 

 

When the thunder hit him, his body suddenly trembled and tingled on the surface. The dazzling thunder 

covered his body surface, tossed and jumped, and wanted to enter ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen immediately ran the thunder ten thousand methods. In his body, it seemed that a sky thunder 

formed a turntable, surged and rotated, shuttled back and forth, and integrated with the reincarnation 

blood in his body. 

 

This force floats on the surface of the body. When the lightning strikes that day, the dark blood thunder 

resists its bursts of attacks and produces a subtle current sound, which is the result of the fierce 

confrontation between the two! 

 

"The thunder method is indeed applicable! It is worthy of being the original thunder method handed 

down by the chaotic thunder emperor!" 



 

Ye Chen couldn't help sighing. Then he pulled all the sky thunder into his body and mixed it with his own 

thunder power. 

 

And he found that the chaotic thunder hidden in the blood seemed to be more solid than before! 

 

After ye Chen tried, he triggered the thunder again and produced a huge vision. 

 

The sound of the third floor spread all over the fields, attracting many Lei Xiu's eyes. 

 

A silver white sky thunder fell down and hit Ye Chen's surface, but it couldn't get in anyway. 

 

On the contrary, ye Chen's body produced a strange suction force, pulled the thunder force into it, 

turned it into a rolling heat wave, differentiated in the body and poured out quickly. 

 

The wild and violent thunder force, like the waves, passed through the body along the meridians, and 

even ye Chen could hardly control it. 

 

Boom! 

 

But at this time, the chaotic divine thunder swallowed up, emitting dark gold light on it, and went 

against the current with those thunder forces, like an angry python, impacting at a high speed. 

 

The manic thunder force became broken inch by inch under its collision! 

 

On the other side of the sky, dark clouds rolled and several sky thunder fell one after another, but they 

were all dissolved by chaotic divine thunder. 

 

The energy of chaotic thunder has become stronger and stronger. 

 



Ye Chen sat safely and let Tianlei hit him. He didn't move like a mountain. 

 

In the corner of the third floor, thunder surged and silver snakes danced. Other Lei Xiu disciples were 

surprised by such violent scenes. 

 

Many people cast surprised eyes. 

 

If they can enter here, they must have a certain strength! 

 

But even those who enter the tower two or three times dare not be so arrogant. 

 

This is clearly a naked provocation! It's strange that the nine Thor tower can stand it. 

 

Ye Chen didn't care about other people's eyes. His mind sank into it and continued to attract Tianlei. The 

thunder in his body urged chaotic shenlei to absorb it. 

 

Such cooperation is extremely efficient, which makes others silly. 

 

People who don't know think ye Chen is a masochist. 

 

Only some people with good strength can see some clues, but they can't see too many ways! 

 

After all, their strength is limited. 

 

Two days passed quickly, and the place where ye Chen was located became a strange scene on the third 

floor. 

 

Many disciples who came up from the first and second floors looked surprised when they passed here. 

 

Two days later, ye Chen slowly opened her eyes, which were like electricity. 



 

The third layer of Tianlei has little quenching effect on him and is no longer suitable for staying. 

 

Then he's going to the fourth floor! 

 

When ye Chen swept out again, the thunder on his body loomed, mixed with mysterious light spots, and 

kept flowing. The thunder method was natural and more powerful than before. 

 

Others think ye Chen wants to practice again in another place. Ten days later, he may hit the fourth 

floor. 

 

For new disciples, it is also a top-notch achievement that they can step on the fourth floor on their first 

climb to the tower. 

 

But then they were stunned, because the direction Ye Chen went was the depth of the third floor 

thunder tower, where there was an entrance to the fourth floor. 

 

In less than half an hour, ye Chen crossed the wide third floor thunder tower and appeared in the 

deepest void. There was a thunder channel and spread straight. 

 

Without half hesitation, ye Chen directly penetrated out and entered the channel! 

 

There are some people around, either sitting here to practice, or trying to impact. 

 

When they saw Ye Chen's move, they were stunned. 

 

These people immediately burst into laughter. 

 

None of those who are qualified to hit the fourth floor are not excellent disciples of Tailei God sect. 

 



To put it mildly, only the core disciples of the inner sect are qualified to step here. 

 

Other ordinary disciples and newcomers, just stay on the lower third floor. 

 

Where did the two lengzi dare to rush through the pass by force? Doesn't he know that the 

counterattack of the nine Thor tower is also very serious? 

 

These people put their hands around their chests and sneered, waiting to see ye Chen's jokes. 

 

Ye Chen didn't care about their words and eyes. 

 

When he came into contact with the light curtain, there was a sudden flash of cold light in his eyes. 

Immediately, a faint thunder light emerged on his fist face. With the vigorous wind, it turned into a 

shadow of boxing in the sky and hit the thunder curtain in front of the passage! 

 


